
 

 
 

 

 
                     Welcome to the first edition of the Paine Panther Press!   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

             

 
 

 
 

 
 
                                                  

 
 

  
 

  In this edition: 

   School Lunch – 
A closer look! 
 
 Outdoor Recess:   
“Its Really Fun!” 

 
Recipe 
 
An interview 
with Mrs. 
Portney and 
Mrs. Cosgrove! 
 
Halloween: 
Recipes, tips, 
Haikus and 
more! 
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“Who’s There?” 

“Hatch.” 

“Hatch Who?” 

“Bless you!” 

  

KNOCK KNOCK… 
 

 

Paine Panther Press Interviews: 

Mrs. Portney, 4
th
 Grade Teacher 

Q- What’s your favorite subject to 

teach? 

A-Math 

Q- Whats your favorite book? 

A-The Giving Tree 

Q-What do you like about teaching 

4
th
 grade? 

A-I like the subjects I teach and the 

kids 

Thank You Mrs. Portney! Those are 

very good answers! It’s fun to learn 

more about you!          

-Interviewed by: Clara Swanson 

 

Paine Panther Press Interviewers 

Ms.Cosgrove 

        Q- Do your kids behave in 

class? 

A-  For the most part Yes 

Q- What is the hardest 

subject for you to teach? 

A-  Math because of the new 

program 

Q- What is your favorite 

book that you have read to 

your students? 

A-  Stellaluna  

Written by Kailey Gallagher 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Halloween 

By: Emily Cook 

 

Spiders, bats, and ghosts, 

Kids in costumes on that night 

At home, eat candy. 

We want to hear from 

you!  Submit your 

news 

HALLOWEEN FUN! 
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  Chocolate Brittle 

                    Recipe 

Ingredients= 

Chocolate Chips 

2 Graham Crackers 

Steps 

#1: Put chocolate chips in bowl. 

Make sure the bowl is not metal. 

#2: Put the bowl in the microwave 

for 2 minutes. ( Be careful! It will 

be hot!) #3: Stir the chocolate 

chips so they are melted. #4: Put 

graham crackers in bag. #5: Crush 

graham crackers so they are 

crumbs.  #6: Poor crumbs in bowl 

with melted chocolate chips. #7: 

Stir mix. #8: Take out tray and put 

wax paper on it. #9: Poor mix on 

tray. #10: Flatten down with wax 

paper by pushing down with the 

wax paper. #11: Put in freezer for 

15 minutes or refrigerator for 30 

minutes. #12: Take out. #13: Cut 

into small squares. #14: Put on 

plate. #15: Enjoy!    

Written By: Emma Papa 

Paine Panther Press 

                     Halloween Safety   

Halloween has passed but we hope you 

followed these safety rules!  

Watch out for cars 

B- Look both ways before crossing the 

street  

C- Wear reflectors (bright colors.)  

D- Stay with an adult at all times 

E- Bring a flashlight 

F- Stay with an adult at all times 

G- Bring a flashlight. 

Written by Mia Hammond/ Article idea 

by Emma Papa 

We hope you had a nice Halloween!!! 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Longer School Lunches 

We are here to tell you our opinion 

about longer school lunches because 

some students purchasing lunches 

don’t get to finish their lunch. This 

means if you purchase hot lunch and 

you’re at the end of the line you 

might only get five minutes to 

finish.  

Well that’s all for the day. See next 

time. 

By: 

Angelica , Maya ,and Kaleigh 
 

Outdoor Recess: 
“Its Really Fun!”                                      

When I was at recess one of our 

staff writers asked people what they 

like and don’t like about recess.  

They all like it a lot. Some kids 

played soccer,  some played 

football. Lots of  kids were on the 

playground having so much fun 

smiling. I hope you do too.    

Submitted by Clara Swanson 

160 Foster Center rh 
Foster Rhode Island 

02825 
 

Phone: 
401-647-5100 

 
Have an idea, poem, 

story to submit? 
Leave it in our Paine 
Panther Press box 

outside of the front 
office! 

 
 

 

At lunch I took a few 

pictures while Elizabeth 

asked questions. Elizabeth 

discovered that the one 

thing kids liked was that 

they got to sit with friends.  

Here are the negative 

things a sampling of 

students had to say… 

1. More tables 

2. Not enough food 

choices 

3. Fights about tables 

4. Screaming 

5. Not enough time 

6. Only two lines 

7. Faster hot lunch 

8. Not fresh 

9. Add salt    

10.Needs real meat 

Submitted by Elizabeth 

Sherlock 

School Lunch:  Kids speak out! 
 

Bullying - Believe it or Not 

By Myles Thompson 

Believe it or not, in my opinion, bullying can be a 

problem at Paine School. Some people have seen 

physical contact happen. Bullying can look like: 

hitting, pinching, tripping, kicking, poking and pulling 

hair.  Other kinds of bullying can be: name calling, 

insulting and telling mean jokes.  Some other kinds of 

bullying are excluding others and or teasing.  Bullying 

can happen at any place, at any time.  It can happen on 

the playground, bus and sometimes in the classroom.  

If you see bullying at Paine School, tell an adult!!! 

Opinion Corner 
“All the articles below are the opinion of the author.” 


